King of Albania
König von Albanien

review
Time, March 1913. Place, a Salzburg lunatic asylum. Fellow
nutcases, please welcome the latest addition to your ranks, Otto
Witte, self-styled King of Albania. And welcome this flamboyant,
larger-than-life character certainly is. His fellowpatients are fascinated
by his colourful tales of his travels around the Orient and no less so is
the hospital’s junior doctor, whose discussions with him form the
basis of this account of how he achieved his elevated supposed
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There never was a King Otto I of Albania, but there very much was an
Otto Witte, who died in 1958 still maintaining his assumed title and
whose probable psychosis was pseudologia fantastica. There is also
a well of newspaper reports from the early twentieth century, on
which Andreas Izquierdo has drawn in composing this picaresque
tale, a fascinating illustration of people’s desire to believe what they
want to believe against a backdrop of actual events. The
characterisation sparkles, the plot shines, and we guarantee that if
this book, deserved winner of last year’s Sir Walter Scott Prize, is
translated into English and you curl up with it on the sofa, you won’t
put it down until you’ve read to the last page.

press quotes

‘The story is foolhardy and so is the author it seems.
Who else would have dared to take care of the
declared to be dead rogue novel and revive it so
splendidly.’
– Frank Schätzing, author of The Swarm
‘A treat, and not only for fans of historical
novels.’– Histo-Couch, Online-Magazine for historical
novels
‘First-class entertainment.’– Gisbert Haefs
‘A formidable piece of literature.’– Walter Laufenberg

about the author
Andreas Izquierdo was born in Euskirchen, North Rhine-Westphalia,
in 1968. He grew up as the son of an engineer and a Spanish nurse.
After graduating from high school he moved to Cologne to study.
Later he worked in a publishing house specializing in books on sport.
Today Izquierdo works as a freelance author in Cologne and is a
member of an association of crime fiction authors called Syndikat.
Recently his latest work received the Sir Walter Scott Award 2008 for
Best Historical Novel.
Previous works include:
Der Saumord (1995); Das Doppeldings (1995); Jede Menge
Seife (1997); Schlaflos in Dörresheim (2000) – all Grafit Verlag.
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rights information
Rotbuch Verlag GmbH
Rechte & Lizenzen
Alexanderstr. 1
10178 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 30 20 61 09 71
Email: rights@rotbuch.de
Contact: Maria Oehlschlegel
www.rotbuch.de
Rotbuch Verlag is a small independent publishing house founded in
Berlin in 1973. After changing hands and locations in the 1990s and
at the start of the new millennium, it returned to its original home city
in 2007. From its beginnings Rotbuch was home to both popular and
literary fiction, drama and poetry as well as non-fiction titles with a
strong emphasis on political issues, particularly with a left-wing slant.
With its new hard-boiled crime label Hard Case Crime Rotbuch has
been concentrating particularly on foreign as well as Germanlanguage crime fiction. Its authors include Birgit Vanderbeke, Heiner
Müller, Hannah Arendt, Franz Xaver Kroetz, Mickey Spillane, Jerome
Charyn, Peter Weiss, Gunter Gerlach and Nobel Prize winner Dario
Fo.
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